We study rare phase slips due to noise in synchronized Kuramoto oscillator networks. In the small-noise limit, we demonstrate that slips occur via large fluctuations to saddle phase-locked states. For tree topologies, slips appear between subgraphs that become disconnected at a saddle-node bifurcation, where phase-locked states lose stability generically. This pattern is demonstrated for sparse networks with several examples. Scaling laws are derived and compared for different tree topologies. On the other hand, for dense networks slips occur between oscillators on the edges of the frequency distribution. If the distribution is discrete, the probabilityexponent for large fluctuations to occur scales linearly with the system size. However, if the distribution is continuous, the probability is a constant in the large network limit, as individual oscillators fluctuate to saddles while all others remain fixed. In the latter case, the network's coherence is approximately preserved.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is great interest in the formation of spontaneous rhythms in networks of interacting dynamical systems, broadly called synchronization 1 . Synchronization can come in a variety of forms from clustersynchronization of chaotic systems 2, 3 , to collective oscillations in coupled limit-cycle oscillators 4, 5 , and chimera states in spatially extended oscillator networks 6 . Important practical examples include coupled lasers 7 , genetic clocks 8 , and power systems 9 . Moreover, many oscillator networks can be approximated by phase-only models, for instance in the limit of weakly coupled limitcycle oscillators 4, [10] [11] [12] , and deviations from synchronized states 13 . Phase-only descriptions have been useful in understanding synchronization in power-grids 13, 14 , laser arrays 15 , coupled Josephson junctions 16 , and functional brain networks 17 . Despite their simplicity, such approximations can display a rich variety of synchronization patterns and transitions 10, 18, 19 . Since oscillator networks are ubiquitous in many realworld settings where noise and uncertainty play a significant role, there is growing interest in understanding the effects of dynamical perturbations and noise on network synchronization 5, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Perhaps the most interesting and important effect of noise in nonlinear network dynamics is the tendency to produce large qualitative changes in the behavior over time, called large fluctuations (LFs). Large fluctuations have been observed in a variety of settings from population extinction 26, 27 , to switching in reaction networks 28, 29 , and power-grid cascades 30 . However, much is yet unknown about how LFs emerge in nonlinear oscillator networks 23, 31 . The paper layout is the following: In Sec.II we discuss how locked states lose stability at saddle-node bifurcations in Kuramoto networks generically -implying the existence of saddle-states. The unstable modes of saddles drive networks to produce phase slips when combined with noise. The structure of the unstable modes is discussed for different topologies in Sec.II A. How noise causes networks to fluctuate toward saddles is analyzed in Sec.III. Mechanisms and scalings are compared and contrasted for tree and dense network topologies in Sec.III A. Sec. III B compares theory to Monte-Carlo simulations.
II. PHASE-LOCKED SYNCHRONIZATION IN NETWORKS WITH SMALL NOISE
Let us consider the Kuramoto model (KM) of synchronization in networked oscillators. The interaction network is defined by a fixed set of (N) nodes and connections between them, such that it can be represented by an adjacency matrix, A, whose elements are binary, i.e., A ij = 1 if nodes i and j are connected and zero otherwise. Each node has a phase, θ i , and a natural frequency ω i . The frequencies are fixed in time but heterogeneous. The oscillators have three tendencies in the KM: to oscillate at the natural frequency, to align with neighbors, and to fluctuate with random external forces. The dynamics arė
where J is a coupling constant. We assume that the random external forces ξ i (t), or noise, are temporally correlated, but topologically uncorrelated, and are given by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes with time-correlations is the correlation time, and D is the noise intensity. Temporal correlations are known to have a significant effect on noise-induced desynchronization in power grids 24 . In this work we study the effects of small noise on phase-locked synchronized states of Eq.(1). As we will see, such noise produces large and rare fluctuations with a particular structure that depends on the network topology and natural frequencies. First, it is useful to discuss synchronized states and their generic bifurcations when D = 0 before considering noise.
In a state of phase-locked synchronization (PL) all nodes oscillate at the average frequency, ω ≡ i ω i /N , or θ i (t) = φ * i + ω t, where φ * i satisfies the equations:
Solutions of Eq.(2) are locally stable if J is sufficiently large 18, 33 . Local stability is determined by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix forθ i , whose elements arẽ
It is important to note that Eq. (3) is proportional to the Laplacian of the symmetric weighted network,Ã( φ * ),
-namely the interaction network with weights given by the phase alignment between pairs of connected nodes 18 . We note that in networks with special symmetries, such as cyclical topology and homogeneous frequencies, there can exist stability between multiple PL states 34 . In this work, we focus on a single stable φ * (modulo 2π). The Laplacian form of the Jacobian has several implications. First, because every row sums to zero, there is an eigen-solution (or mode) with zero eigenvalue, 0 =L( φ * ) r (1) , where all nodes (or components) have equal values, r
(1) i = r. This neutral mode is a consequence of rotational symmetry in Eq.(1). Since the average phase is conserved in a frame rotating with the average frequency, φ = θ − ω t, a single oscillator l can be set to φ l = N φ − j =l φ j ; in which case, the neutral mode is removed. If all other eigenvalues ofL( φ * ) are negative, φ * is locally stable. This is easy to see ifÃ( φ * ) is non-negative and symmetric, since it fol- 18, 40 . Second, all other modes with negative eigenvalues sum to zero i r (l)
. This second property implies that each non-neutral mode can be separated into two groups of nodes for which r Stability of φ * is lost as we decrease J from infinity. A single eigenvalue crosses zero , p (2) = 0, at a co-dimensionone saddle-node bifurcation (SN), as shown in 33, 36, 37 . At this point, φ * collides with a saddle and disappears. We denote the coupling at bifurcation J SN ,
Because of the form of SN bifurcations, when J J SN there exists a saddle phase-locked state, φ s , also satisfying Eq. (2) 38 . In addition, the Jacobian for the sad-dle has a similar form as φ * with eigenmodes
. Importantly, however, the eigenvalue for d (2) is non-negative, s (2) ≥ 0. As a consequence of the second property stated above, φ s has at least one unstable mode which tends to separate two groups of oscillators dynamically. We define these groups by the sets P and M, plus and minus,
A. Unstable modes and slips
So far the dynamics considered have been deterministic. When a synchronized network is subjected to nonzero but small noise (D 1), φ(t) fluctuates in a region around φ * for an exponentially long time. Eventually, however, a noise sequence ξ(t) is generated that carries φ(t) close to φ s . Once the saddle is reached along a fluctuational path, the most-likely subsequent event is for the system to follow a deterministic trajectory and "roll downhill" along an unstable direction of the saddle. As we have argued above, this dynamics tends to separate the phases of oscillators in P from oscillators in M. In the most severe cases, nodes in P undergo phase slips with respect to their neighbors in M. A phase slip denotes a phase difference appearing between two nodes in a network that is greater than 2π. A natural question, then, is how are P and M related to the topology and frequency distribution, and which oscillators slip?
Several examples 32 are given in Fig.1 , showing both the structure of unstable modes for several networks (top), and a rare slip time-series for each (bottom). The top and bottom panels of Fig.1 (a) show results for a tree network. We can see that at the SN bifurcation, a single edge has cos(φ s i −φ s j ) = 0. In fact, this is always the case for connected trees, for which the removal of a single edge disconnects the network into two components. We can demonstrate this property through the following argument: as J is decreased toward J SN , the alignment between nodes in φ * decreases andÃ ij ( φ * ) decreases for A ij = 0. In the absence of special symmetries, a particular edge between two nodes k and l approachesÃ kl → 0 first, whileÃ ij > 0 ∀{i, j} = {k, l} and A ij = 0. The edge is effectively removed from the tree and disconnects it into two components by definition 39 . SinceÃ(J = J SN ) is non-negative, its Laplacian has exactly two zero eigenvalues, p (2) = p (1) = 0 40 and the SN condition Eq.(5) is satisfied. Therefore in the special case of trees, P and M are equal to the two disconnected subgraphs at the SN bifurcation, and d i (2) = |M|/|P|N ∀i ∈ P and
. Note that nodes within each set are drawn with identical sizes in Fig.1 (a) top. As expected, nodes in P and M undergo phase-slips with respect to each other, as shown in Fig.1 . Large fluctuations in trees are analyzed in Sec.III A.
More generally, the subgraph structure of P and M is approximately maintained for tree-like and sparse networks, where subsets within each have roughly equal 2) , and slip together. Sparse topology is observed in such relevant technological networks as power grids 21 . Examples are shown in Fig.1 for a star-like network in (b), and an IEEE test-bus network in (d). In the IEEE example, we can see that M is composed of seven nodes -five of which have approximately equal |d i (2) | and form a subgraph. Likewise, the latter five nodes slip with respect to their neighbors outside of the subgraph during a LF, as shown in the bottom panel.
Conversely, for large dense networks the unstable modes are generally localized around nodes on the edges of the frequency distribution. An example is shown in Fig.1 (c) , where M is composed, effectively, of a single node with the minimum frequency, whereas P is composed of many nodes with d i (2) ∼ O(1/N ). Properties of LFs in dense networks are discussed in Sec.III A.
For arbitrary networks and frequencies it is difficult to predict which nodes slip during a LF in general. However, this question can be answered from a computational perspective by computing the (deterministic) unstable eigenvectors of the saddle, placing an initial condition on an eigenvector near the saddle, and running the deterministic equations such that the network evolves back to φ * , but with phase-slips. Such a trajectory is a heteroclinic connection of Eq.(1), which we call H2. Nodes that slip along H2 are nodes that slip in a LF, after noise has driven the network to a saddle.
III. LARGE-FLUCTUATION PICTURE
The discussion so far has concerned dynamics of oscillator networks near a saddle point. However, we would like to understand the stochastic process by which noise drives a network from φ * to φ s , predict the probability of reaching φ s , etc. In the limit of small noise amplitude, the LFs shown in Fig.1 are rare events -appearing on time scales much longer than the deterministic dynamics. A general feature of such events is that they occur with a probability that is exponential in 1/D, and arise through an optimal noise sequence that is exponentially more probable than all others 41 . This is a well known prediction of large-deviation (fluctuation) theory [42] [43] [44] [45] . The optimal-noise realization of interest is one in which work is done on the system, effectively driving the network from φ * to φ s . Such optimal noise is describable in terms of analytical mechanics in the following way.
Since the noise is generated from independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes for each node, we havė
where η i is a zero-mean, Gaussian white-noise source for each node with unit variance. The statistical weight for a given realization of η(t) scales as
The probability exponent for a noise realization is called the action, S, with ρ[ η(t)] ∼ exp{−S}. The optimal (most-likely) LFs, therefore, should minimize the action subject to the equality constraints Eq. (1) and Eq.(6). A local minimization of the action can be performed by introducing Lagrange multipliers 47 , λ:
Hence, the optimal noise producing LFs satisfies EulerLagrange equations:
Of interest for predicting the noise-induced phase slips described in Sec.II A, are particular solutions of Eqs.(9-11) that start at φ * and end at φ s 41 . Such solutions define heteroclinic connections, which we call H1, that are distinct from H2. The latter requires no noise. In practice, H1 must be constructed numerically, by solving Eqs.(9-11) subject to the boundary conditions: φ(t = −∞) = φ * , λ(t =−∞) = ξ(t =−∞) =˙ ξ(t =−∞) = 0, and Fig.2 , showing both H1 and H2 for the example IEEE network. We point out that the H1 and H2 sequence is the characteristic form for noise-induced switching between stable fixed points 48 . Before looking at limiting cases, we first consider general features of Eqs.(9-11). First, since the integrand in Eq.(8) has no explicit time dependence, the energy
is conserved. Given the boundary conditions, energy conservation implies that H1 and H2 are zero-energy invariant manifolds, E = 0. Second, summing Eq.(10) over all nodes implies thaṫ λ = 0. Because of the boundary conditions for H1 and H2, summing over Eq. (9) and Eq. (11) giveṡ The condition Eq.(13) implies that along a LF from φ * , the average phase (averaged over all nodes) is conserved. Similarly, the noise on the network averages to zero, and therefore no work is done by the noise against the neutral mode.
A. Limiting cases
It is useful to consider the white-noise or memoryless limit, T c → 0, typically assumed in most works on the KM 5,10,11 . We note that Eq.(9), can be written in the form of a gradient system with additive noise, φ = −∂U/∂ φ+ ξ, and
When T c = 0, it is straightforward to show that S is minimized when˙ φ = ∂U/∂ φ, implying that optimal fluctuations are time-reversed relaxations, and therefore H1 is a heteroclinic connection of the noise-free system 45, 49 . As a consequence of reversibility, the action in the white-noise limit, S W , has a simple interpretation as proportional to the difference in the KM potential function 23 , Eq. (14),
For general networks and natural frequencies, Eq.(15) must be solved numerically. However, analytic insight can be gained on the effects of topology on LFs by looking near bifurcation, J = J SN (1 + δ), where δ 1. For example, in tree networks the critical coupling, J T ≡ J SN , can be calculated exactly by summing Eq.(2) over P with δ = 0. Since there is only one edge connecting a single oscillator in P to a single oscillator in M, with a relative phase difference between the oscillators of π/2,
as found in 39 . Expanding φ s − φ * in powers of δ in Eq.(2) and Eq. (15) 35 , we find φ
where |P| is the number of nodes in P. The 3/2 exponent in Eq. (17) is standard for SN bifurcations in homogeneous and well-mixed systems 50 . Still, the expression is interesting, since at a constant distance to bifurcation δ, the action for different tree topologies differs only in J T . In the white-noise limit of the KM, J T is the so called "topological factor" for LFs 26, 28, 51 , and the action scales in different ways for different networks depending on how J T behaves. Of course, even if the network and the fraction of nodes with a given frequency are fixed, J T depends on how the frequencies correlate with the underlying tree. Nevertheless, it is possible to derive scalings for the expectation value of J T in certain cases. For instance, it has been shown in 39 , that in the limit of large N and a uniform distribution of frequencies, the expected value of J T ∼ O( √ N ) for chain networks and k-regular trees, and J T ∼ O(1) for star networks. Both scalings are intuitive. For the star network, a single node slips during a LF, and therefore the probability should be independent of system size. For the chain network, the scaling follows the expected displacement of a random walk with O(N ) steps. In fact, the chain network scaling gives an upper bound for the expectation value of J T in general 39 . Examples are shown in Fig.3 for two tree topologies, where the two limiting scalings with N are demonstrated for the expected action.
The properties of LFs in trees can be contrasted with dense networks, such as complete graphs (CGs), where every pair of nodes is directly connected 4, 11, 36 . In order to compare networks with finite interactions as N → ∞, usually J → J/N for CGs in Eq. (1), and we follow this convention. In such networks, if the frequency distribution is discrete, S scales linearly with N . For example, given a fixed set of frequencies Ω = {ω 1 , ω 2 , ...}, with |Ω| ∼ O(1), and a set of fractions F = {f 1 , f 2 , ...}, where f 1 N nodes have frequency ω 1 , and all f are O(1), Eq.(8) reduces to S = N s(Ω, F, J, T c )/4D, where the function s is independent of N 35 . The linear dependence of the action with N is typical for LFs in "well-mixed" discrete networks 28, 51 , since O(N ) nodes fluctuate to a saddle. An example is shown in Fig.3 with a bimodal distribution demonstrating the expected scaling,S.
On the other hand, if the distribution of frequencies is continuous, f (ω), the scaling of the action with N can 
with −π/2 ≤ φ * (ω) ≤ π/2 and
Here, we have used the standard reduction to a single coherence order-parameter, R = e iφ , for CGs 4,10-12 . Importantly, given a particular value for R * , we note that there are many saddle-states with R ≈ R * satisfying Eq.(2), but with individual oscillators reflected over φ = π/2. Let us define an index set, I, specifying which oscillators are reflected in the saddle. Namely, given I there is a saddle state
As long as |I| is O(1), R(t) = R * along the unstable manifolds of the saddle Eq. (20) in the limit N → ∞.
In particular, since R is constant, the reflected oscillators have independent dynamics
Using the reversibility property of the white-noise limit, we can compute the minimum action associated with slips of nodes in The expression Eq. (21) is independent of N , since the number of slipped nodes is O(1) by assumption. Of course, the slip with the minimum action in Eq. (21) corresponds to the slip of a single oscillator with the maximum (or minimum) frequency, as mentioned in Sec.II A. An example is shown in Fig.3 for a uniform distribution, which asymptotically approaches Eq. (21) as N → ∞, given exactly two slipped nodes with the maximum and minimum frequency.
B. Rare-slip observables and simulations
Now that we have characterized the LFs of phaselocked states, described their relationship to topology and natural frequencies, and constructed a mechanics for predicting most-likely realizations, let us compare predictions to stochastic simulations 35 . We note that the frequencies in simulations were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution 32 . However, the distribution details do not affect the global-dynamical structure of LFs (see Fig.2 ).
First, we consider the action, Eq.(8), or probability exponent. Figure 4 shows histograms of two observables on logarithmic scale for two networks. The histograms were built from time-series data of φ(t): starting from φ * at t = 0 and ending at a time, T , when a phase slip occurred between any two connected oscillators in the networks. The histograms were averaged over ten simulations with different random number seeds, and are shown in blue. Predictions are shown in red for H1-found by solving Eqs. (8) (9) (10) (11) ) with boundary conditions 27, 28 . Similarly, we can compare the average time scale over which slips occur, T , as a function of network parameters. Rare events are Poisson processes with rates proportional to their probabilities. Therefore, we expect
where B is assumed to be an order one pre-factor 50 . Example comparisons are given in 
IV. CONCLUSION
There is great interest in understanding how rare and extreme events occur in complex dynamical systems. One of the most broadly applicable classes of such dynamical systems is a network of nonlinear oscillators. In this work we have described analytically how noise drives phase-locked synchronized Kuramoto networks to saddle locked states, in the small-noise limit. Once at a sad-dle, an unstable mode dynamically separates groups of nodes-resulting in phase slips. We have shown that different topologies and frequency distributions showcase different patterns and scaling-laws for slips and their probabilities. In particular, we showed that for sparse networks the slips occur between effectively disconnected subgraphs and the probability-exponent scales linearly with the critical coupling. In contrast for dense networks with continuous frequency distributions, the probabilityexponent saturates to a constant value as the number of nodes becomes large. The latter occurs because individual oscillators on the edges of the frequency distribution fluctuate to saddles and slip. As a consequence, a network's coherence remains approximately constant in time during a noise-induced slip.
Of course, the Kuramoto model is a simplified approximation of more general kinds of oscillator networks, such as networked limit-cycle oscillators with amplitude dynamics and networked power systems. Moreover in more realistic settings, networks may exhibit only partial synchronization, and noise may contain topological (e.g., spatial) correlations as well as intermittent and pulsed perturbations. Nevertheless, this work provides a foundation for analytically studying such issues, and others, related to rare events in nonlinear oscillator networks.
V. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for network details, supporting calculations, and computational methods.
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